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Online Shopping Cart (PHP, HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, MySQL)

Designed, developed, and deployed a fully
functional online shopping store using PHP, HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, and MySQL. The project aimed to
provide a user-friendly platform for customers to
browse, select, and purchase clothing items, with
seamless PayPal integration for secure
transactions. Additionally, the system included an
admin section with user registration, login, and
image management features.
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Seeking a challenging and dynamic role as a
PHP Developer with a prestigious IT company,
where I can leverage my strong foundation in
PHP programming, enthusiasm for web

development, and a commitment to delivering
high-quality code. As a passionate learner, I am
eager to contribute to innovative projects,
collaborate with experienced professionals, and
continue honing my skills in a fast-paced and
supportive environment. 
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Interior Home Paints Website (live)
URL :   www.rongberonginterior.com

Conceptualized, designed, and developed a live
website specializing in interior home paints, using
PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and MySQL. This
project aimed to serve as a platform for both
potential clients and administrators, allowing
clients to view current projects, get in touch with
the company, and administrators to manage
project images seamlessly.

Online Cab Booking Website (PHP,
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, MySQL)

Designed and developed a dynamic online cab
booking website  to provide a convenient platform
for users to register, log in, choose, and book cabs
for specific times while allowing administrators to
update website content and monitor client activity
through an admin panel.

https://www.rongberonginterior.com/
https://www.rongberonginterior.com/
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LANGUAGE

HOBBIES

2020 - 2022

M.C.A
VIDYASAGAR UNIVERCITY

EDUCATION

Website improve voting system to
mitigate fake voting and security issues

During my academic journey, I had the
opportunity to lead a project aimed at
revolutionizing the traditional voting system by
introducing modern technology and enhanced
security measures. This project was developed
using PHP, HTML, CSS, and integrated fingerprint
verification for a more secure and reliable voting
process.

PROJECTS

2017 - 2020

B.C.A
BURDWAN INSTITUE OF MANAGEMENT AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE

2015 - 2017

HIGHER SECONDARY
BURDWAN TOWN SCHOOL

2015

10TH
BURDWAN TOWN SCHOOL

TRAINNING

I have done a PHP course from IPEG
Solution - freshersindia

Fluent/Mother Tongue

Advanced

Bengali

English

Hindi Basic

DRAWING

COOKING
MUSIC

STRENGTHS

ACCURACY

HARD WORKING
FLEXIBLE


